Executive Director’s Report

January 2012

The following is a general summary of my activity:

- **Administration:** Lisa Gardner has started (01-30-12) as our Office Manager. Computers and networking equipment has been purchased and installed. Office is now fully functional. The Website is now under our administration. Staff has been trained on basic administration, more detailed training continues. Met with State Energy Office staff to review the website completely and determine what changes are necessary. We have begun shopping for general liability insurance. This was not a budgeted item in the Administration Budget. Gathered necessary data for our accountants BDO to create IRS 1099 forms. Filed quarterly tax reports with IRS.

- **LS Power SREC purchase & Gats registration:** Confirmed payment to White Oak Solar Energy LLC in the amount of $125,686 for 580 SREC’s.

- **SREC Auction\Procurement Agent Contract:** Met with Kevin Quilliam, President of SRECTrade to discuss program moving forward, and some outstanding issues. Participated in discussions and assisted in review of “SRECTrade- SEU” and “SEU-DPL” contracts.

- **Networking and Orientation:** Through various meetings I continue to learn more about our programs and the overall renewable energy and energy efficiency world. I completed meetings with Board Members: Williams; Wagner, Sheehy, Day, and O’Mara; I have now met with all Board members with the exception of one. I have also met either individually or within a group with the following organizations: ICF International (contractors for Home Performance with Energy Star), Vermont Energy Investment Corporation; Siemens; ESCO’s Measurement &Verification Committee; Aesthetica (graphic firm that worked with AEG); Mid-Atlantic Solar; Jackie Griffith-Controllers Office; Tom Noyes-staff to Renewable Energy Task Force; Jennifer Casey –Delaware Home Builders\Green for Green Program; Energy Code Committee.

- **Programming and Marketing Opportunities:** I am being contacted by businesses and organizations looking for assistance or partnerships with SEU. When this occurs I notify our Chairmen, if they ok it, Ken Becker and I will further explore. Similarly, I am also being contacted to sponsor events or advertise in targeted print editions. For example; the Green and Healthy Living Expo being held on April 14th is looking for sponsors, and Morning Star Business Report (a down state business magazine) is having a GO GREEN edition. At this point I am advising that we have not budgeted money for programs, marketing or promotions.
The following is a general summary of my activity:

- **Administration.** The Website is now under our administration. We have begun updating information, placing news releases and notices, and deleting outdated information. I am now the official contact from and I have been fielding many questions from participants in Energize Delaware programs. We have successfully found General Liability insurance at $1200 much lower than originally reported. All computer hardware and software has been purchased. Continue to support our accountants BDO with data requests; also with them set up a chart of accounts and issued IRS 1099 forms.

- **LS Power SREC purchase & Gats registration:** Confirmed payment to White Oak Solar Energy LLC in the amount of $144,322.20 for 666 SREC’s produced in January. We currently have 2838 SREC’s in our GATS account.

- **SREC Auction\Procurement Agent Contract:** Program continues to move forward. Auction will open on April 2, 2012. Participated in contract discussions which concluded on Feb 24. Continue to work on setting up banking procedures, SEU ONE LLC, accounts and tax id is set up. Assisted in SREC Delaware.com website set up and I have been fielding questions from website. Worked on the initial draft of the related press release.

- **Networking and Orientation:** Through various meetings I continue to learn more about our programs and the overall renewable energy and energy efficiency world. I have also met either individually or within a group with the following organizations: Interfaith Power & Light Energy (I attend their workshop Saturday 2/25); Kenyon Energy; Corliss Inc. In addition I am participating in the Measurement & Verification Committee for the EERS Taskforce and now attend Renewable Energy Task Force meetings. I was also appointed to the DTCC Energy Management Programs Advisory Committee. I also met with the Delaware Association of Non-Profit Agencies and have joined the organization. They have a “Standard of Excellence Program” that we may want to enroll in.

- **Programming and Marketing Opportunities:** With Ken Becker I continue to meet with potential program partners; I attend five such meeting in February. In an anticipation of starting up RGGI funded programs in the future am actively researching and collecting information on energy efficiency and renewable energy programs from around the country. In addition I am collecting samples of RFP’s for such programs. Also in anticipation of published some kind of annual report for 2011 and earlier I have been review data from the State of Delaware with respect to the carbon and cash saving of Energize Delaware programs; I am also discussing the design with the firm that drafted an earlier version.
Executive Director’s Report

March 2012

The following is a general summary of my activity:

- **Administration.** Begun setting up our accounting software; with the assistance of BDO we developed a chart of accounts. Continue to support BDO and DNREC with data requests related to the financial assessment. Started evaluating 403B retirement plans for the Board’s consideration. Begun reviewing policies from the DANA “Standard of Excellence” Program. Continue to work on the website: adding all approved agenda’s and minutes. Cleaned out the trailer with “EnergizeDelaware” marketing material; retained current material and moved to our office.

- **LS Power SREC purchase:** Confirmed payment to White Oak Solar Energy LLC in the amount of $180,077 for 831 SREC’s produced in February. We currently have 2838 SREC’s in our GATS account, the February SREC have not yet transferred into our GATS account. Set up a sub-account for future payments which transfers payment responsibility from Dr. Byrne to the Executive Director.

- **RGGI Payment.** SEU received a payment from DNREC in the amount of $1,831,088.58. This includes, but is not limited to proceeds from December RGGI auction

- **SREC Auction\Procurement Agent Contract:** Auction will open on April 2, 2012. Webinar was held on March 26th, there was over 100 participants. Participated in weekly status meetings. Continue to field 3-4 questions per day. Attended a DESEC meeting to discussion the auction. Developed sample Letter of Credit. Set up the SEU One, LLC accounts to received funds from DPL and pay out funds to auction awardees. Worked on the initial draft of the related press release. Set up vendor account with DPL.

- **Networking and Orientation:** Tourd the Astra Zeneca solar facilities. Met with White Optics Inc., they manufacture Energy Efficient lighting retrofit products in New Castle. Participating in the Measurement & Verification Committee for the EERS Taskforce, some basic decision have been made on what standard measures Delaware should use to evaluate energy efficiency programs, also determined that it not feasible for the SEU or the State to participated in the PJM Energy Efficiency Market for past programs. Participate in the Renewable Energy Task Force meetings heavily engaged in shaping the next auction and determine what data will be needed from the current SREC auction.

- **Programming and Marketing Opportunities:** Continue research and collect information on energy efficiency and renewable energy programs from around the country. Continue to collect samples of RFP’s for such programs. Met with DEMEC to discuss possible LED street light program. Provided contact information to Ken Becker for municipalities. Met with representative of Siemens and MMT Bank to discuss future financing programs.
Executive Director’s Report

April 2012

The following is a general summary of my activity:

- **Administration.** We completed setting up accounting software and Lisa is now inputting past revenue and expenses back to January 1, 2012. We completed the evaluation of 403B retirement plans, and have selected a plan for the Board’s consideration. Lisa continues to work on the website: with the assistance of Frank Murphy we continue to add past agendas and minutes.

- **LS Power SREC purchase:** White Oak Solar Energy LLC was paid $250,938 for 1158 SREC’s produced in March. We currently have 3669 SREC’s in our GATS account. We completed a sub-account set up and I know have payment authority.

- **SREC Auction:** The SREC Auction opened on April 2, 2012 and closed to all Tiers on April 13th. Throughout April we continued to field 2-3 auction questions per day. On April 18th we held the Tier 1&2a lottery and the Tier 2b&3 selections using an online system at the SEU office. Witnesses included PSC and Public Advocate staff; we also had observers from the Solar Industry. The event was considered successful by all. Post auction we worked with the Delaware Electric Co-op and Municipal Electric Departments to verify connection dates. I trained on the PNC ACH system that will be used to pay auction winners for their SREC’s. Continue to host a weekly coordinating meeting between DPL, SRECTrade, and the SEU. I began billing DPL per our contract.

- **Purchasing Policy:** I developed a draft Procurement and Contracting Policy and sent it to the Board for review on April 20th. As a base I used the City of Dover Policy which in turn uses State Purchasing Policy thresholds and advertising guidelines. I reviewed policies from other organizations including Delaware Association of Non-profits; the VEIC (Vermont Energy Investment Corporation); Oregon Energy Trust, and Maryland Clean Energy. Lastly, I incorporated the provisions of the Board’s December 22, 2010 “Resolution On Professional Services” into this document.

- **Request for Proposals – Legal Services.** The RFP was developed along with a public announcement. The RFP was based on a State of Delaware example, and I also reviewed other RFP’s from other public organizations. The RPF legal notices will be published in May.

- **House Bill 305 –** This Bill is a substitute for an earlier bill (HB287) and has the effect of putting the SEU under state procurement laws. Frank Murphy and I were invited by Sierra Club to discuss with them what their position should be. We presented many positive aspects of the SEU as well as how we were moving forward on our own purchasing policy. Subsequently there was a House Energy Committee hearing on the bill; I again delivered a positive message. The Sierra Club supported the notion of postponing the bill until the SEU had an opportunity to adopt its own policy. Nevertheless the Committee voted to release the bill.

- **Networking:** I attended a two-day AC3E (American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy) conference. This was a good opportunity to network with individuals from organizations like the NE Energy Efficiency Partnership, the Consortium for Energy Efficiency, and the Clean Energy Finance Center. I continue to participate in the Measurement & Verification Committee for the EERS Taskforce; we are nearing completion of Delaware standards. I participate in the Renewable Energy Task Force meetings, they are shaping the next auction, and we are providing them auction results. I have been asked to join the loan review committee for the Energy Efficiency Investment Fund, at my first meeting two grants were approved.

- **Programming and Marketing Opportunities:** I continue research and collect information on energy efficiency and renewable energy programs from around the country, including samples of RFP’s for such programs. I met with again DEMEC to discuss possible LED street light program, have jointly developed a concept.
Executive Director’s Report

May 2012

The following is a general summary of my activity:

- **Administration.** Lisa continues to work on the website including: updating new officers and members, posting a notice and the Governor’s letter regarding Dr. Byrne’s Board retirement and appointment as Honorary Member; and develop a new FOIA page. We are continuing to transition finance records into QuickBooks. Began the process of adding Kris Knight to the PNC accounts and Citibank authorization. Started the process of having all banking and Citibank statements sent to SEU office. Researched Board subcommittee functions, and began requesting subcommittee volunteers.

- **Dover Sun Park SREC purchase:** White Oak Solar Energy LLC was paid $328,300.50 for 1515 April SREC’s. We currently have 6342 SREC’s in our GATS account. The May SREC’s will be the final purchase for this program year completing its 7000 SREC obligation. We will begin the second and final year purchase in October.

- **SREC Auction:** Post auction our SRECTrade has focused on having Transfer Agreements signed, deposits secured or refunded when appropriate. Letters of Credit were reviewed for compliance. We also worked on auction data requests and presentations for the Renewable Energy Taskforce (RETF). The RETF is in the process of evaluating the auction and preparing recommendations for the next auction. We continue to host weekly coordinating meetings. DPL Purchase Orders have been created and billing for auction services has begun, along with and paying SRECTrade for their services. July begins the purchasing and trading of SREC’s

- **Purchasing Policy:** Finalize and posted the procurement policy per the May’s Board action. I met with Kris Knight to discuss his concerns, and developed a joint memo to the Board with some suggested amendments.

- **Legal Services Request for Proposals** Notice was posted on the website and published in accordance with state guidelines. We received four proposals. The ad hoc committee selected three firms to interview. Recommendations will be forwarded to the board on June 20, 2012.

- **House Bill 305** –This bill proposes placing the SEU under State purchasing regulations. It was voted out of the House Energy Committee, and remains on the ready list.

- **1201 Market Street LLC Loan** - This was a RGGI funded loan approved by the SEU. Principal and interest payments are current and were being held by DNREC. I have made arrangements for transferring that money to the SEU. In addition we will now be invoicing and collecting the loan payments directly beginning in July.

- **Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests** - Received a request from the New Journal requesting copies of checks and wire transfers issued by our Co-chairs. Developed a response that we eventually delivered in the beginning of June. I also prepared response to the questions that Mr. Stevenson posed at the May board meeting.

- **Networking.** I participated in the Renewable Energy Task Force meetings. Met with two ESCO’s – Schneider Electric and Energy Systems Group to discuss future financing programs; spoke with Energy Services Coalition Executive Director Dale Hahs about the idea of a Delaware Chapter. Traveled with Delaware Home Builders Association member to the NAHB research center where energy efficient technologies are developed and tested.

- **Programming and Marketing Opportunities:** I continue to research and collect information and RFP’s on energy efficiency and renewable energy programs from around the country. I am also researching Marketing and Communication Plans for Non-profits. I met with DEMEC to discuss further the possible LED street light program, we have jointly developed a concept. Developed a spreadsheet to document how AEG measured energy and cost savings of its Energy Delaware Programs.